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A weird election night



An election without a winner

• 8 parties got into parliament

• Marginal changes in relative strength

• No clear mandate or majority

• Even those who gained ground were disappointed at the result

• Everyone declared victory



Why should we care?

• Erich Auerbach, philologist (1892-1957). 

• ”The consequences of an unsolved problem in a corner of Europe
concern the whole world. And while that is something utterly
terrifying, it also carries with it a form of hope. The world is a whole, 
as human intelligence in a single and common realization is starting to 
grasp.”

• ”Kultur als Politik. Aufsätze aus dem Exil zur Geschichte und Zukunft
Europas.” Konstanz University Press, 2014.



Trends are global



What moved the Swedish voters?

”How important was this issue in deciding which party to vote for 
today?”



The most important issues according to exit polls
(ValU/SVT)

• 1. Healthcare
• 2. Schools and education
• 3. Gender Equality
• 4. Social welfare
• 5. Law and order
• 6. Care of old people
• 7. The Swedish economy
• 8. Immigration/refugees
• 9. Pensions
• 10. Employment



A democratic success

• 87% voter participation.

• 8 different parties in the parliament.

• Continuing decrease in party loyalty.

• It may be hard to form a government, but from a purely democratic
perspective, that kind of diversity and plurality is not necessarily a bad 
thing



The red block

• Consists of three parties: the Social Democrats, he Left and the Green 
party

• In government 2012-16, led by prime minister Stefan Löfven (S)

• Still the largest parliamentary faction, with 144 seats

• Now voted out of government



The blue block – or, ”Alliansen”

• Consists of four parties: The liberal/conservative Moderaterna, the two small 
liberal parties Centern and Liberalerna, and the conservative Kristdemokraterna

• Led by Ulf Kristersson (M)

• In government 2006-2014. 

• Occupying 143 seats in the parliament.

• Now given the task to form a new government.



The third block

• Consists of one party, the Sweden Democrats. 

• Got into the parliament in 2010, and have been growing since.

• 62 seats in the parliament, lead by party leader Jimmie Åkesson.

• Have vowed to reject any government that doesn’t negotiate with
them



What it looks like



The current situation

• Ulf Kristersson (M) trying to find support for a government.

• If he seeks support from the Sweden Democrats, his parliamentary
block will split. 

• If he doesn’t, he could maybe form a government – but he couldn’t
pass a budget. 

• Seeking support across the aisle from the Social Democrats. So far, 
the answer has been a firm ”no.”



The alternative

• Stefan Löfven (S) also wants to break up block politics.

• A fifty year old Social Democratic dream. 

• Speculations about offering the seat as Prime minister to the liberals. 
Would for example Annie Lööf (C) be tempted?



The divides

• In the current perspective, the deadlock appears to be sharp and 
absolute. 

• On policy, the parties are far closer to eachother. 

• From a historical perspective, the blocks are close to eachother
politically. Both have moved toward the center of Swedish politics. 

• ”The third way” and ”The new worker’s party.”



Evidence of common ground

• Not only on procedural aspects or preserving the liberal, democrativ order.

• A tradition of broad parliamentary agreements

• In the past four years – agreements on energy, defence, migration and 
environmental policy. In total, 26 such agreements of varying importance

• Out of necessity – but also because the parties are a lot closer to eachother
than they like to think.



The Swedish political question

• Maybe it isn’t the answer from the voters that is wrong – maybe it is the 
question they were being asked. 

• Parties were seeking clear cut answers and firm mandates. 

• The party system is out of synch, and the current allegiances do not 
represent the current opinions of the Swedish voters

• Party politics is lagging behind popular opinion.



What it’s all about

• With the rebirth of nationalism and conservatism, a question is being
asked of the Swedish liberals

• What is more important – cultural freedom, or economic freedom?

• A struggle for the soul of liberalism. 

• The American example.



A very old conflict

• What we are seeing is a repetition of a well-known scenario: The 
struggle between socialism and conservatism for the allegiance of
liberals

• The three traditional ideologies (Socialism, Liberalism and 
Conservatism) are still alive and well – albeit in new forms.

• Seen through this old and traditional lens, the current landscape is a 
little bit less puzzling and a little less blurry. 



What would Gandalf do?

• Gandalf Grey, wizard. 

• ”When in doubt, Meriadoc, just follow your nose.”



What’s going to happen

• Nobody knows. But what is clear, is that what is required is a paradigm shift in 
Swedish politics. 

• Swedish conservatives and liberals have been working together for fifty years – a 
potential divorce has to take time. 

• The situation is untypical – but understandable. 

• Swedish poet Karin Boye (1900-1941): 

”Yes, of course it hurts when buds are breaking

Why else would the springtime falter?”



A roadmap for the future

• An old familiar political landscape.

• Maybe the maps of yesterday – or even last century – can be used to 
find our way through the conflicts of today. 



A small corner of Europe

• How Sweden’s puzzling election actually could offer a small shimmer
of hope



Köszönjük szépen!


